
Most view email as a top five cyber threat vector, with phishing considered 
the leading email security concern. 

A majority of organizations run cloud-delivered email, and most plan to use 
third-party controls to fill native security gaps.

End-user Security Awareness Training and Phishing Simulation Programs 
Are Becoming Mainstream

Protecting Unintentional Sensitive Data Leakage Is a Top Concern
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With most organizations standardizing on cloud-delivered email in an effort to shift costs from CapEx to OpEx, they did so 
with the underlying assumption that email service providers would automatically include comprehensive security controls. 
However, many have suffered from phishing-related attacks that have led to credential theft and business email compromise 
(BEC), while others have faced the loss of sensitive data through both unintentional and intentional actions, leading to the 
addition of third-party security controls.  

Our most important cybersecurity priority
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Trends in  
Email Security
Security Controls and the Move to 
Cloud-delivered Email

importance of email security

addressing gaps in cloud-delivered email services

organization’s primary email application solution

formal end-user security 
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usage of a phishing 
simulation service
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Misaddressed emails

Executive impersonation

Compromised vendor accounts (supply chain)

Automating "abuse mailbox" remediation

Intentional data leakage (insider threat)

Wire transfer fraud, payroll fraud, payment fraud,
and other BEC attacks

Unintentional sensitive data leakage

Email account compromise/account takeover

Email spoofing/impersonation - sender
verification

Spam/malware filtering

Ransomware/extortion protection

Phishing/spear phishing/malicious link
prevention
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62%
say their primary email 
platform is cloud-based

72%

of organizations added third-party email 
security controls to combat unintentional 
sensitive data leakage.
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No impact

Malicious transfer of funds

Successful ransomware attack

Malicious (insider theft) loss of
sensitive data

Stolen credentials that lead to
additional attacks

Created an entry point for more
sophisticated attack

Accidental loss of sensitive data

This is required on an ongoing basis We are already utilizing a phishing simulation service

55% 49%

Nearly Two-thirds Will Reevaluate Email Security Controls and Subsequently 
Increase Spending

62+38R 64+36Rare reevaluating 
email security

will increase spending

62% 64%

the evolving email threats landscape 
effect on investment strategies

expected spending change for 
email security

Cisco (NASDAQ: CSCO) is the worldwide technology leader that has been making the Internet work since 
1984. Our people, products, and partners help society securely connect and seize tomorrow’s digital 
opportunity today. Discover more at newsroom.cisco.com and follow us on Twitter at @Cisco.
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